
1 Introduction
This sketch presents a way of using Spirograph(TM) curves as
illuminance lobes for the calculation of specular, backscatter and
retro-reflection components in lighting models. 

2 Cosine lobe model
The classical lighting model combines contributions from ambi-
ent, diffuse and specular components of an idealized surface. The
diffuse calculation is based on N.L, the dot-product between the
surface normal (N) and light direction (L). N.L represents the
cosine of the angle between N and L (all vectors in this discus-
sion are normalized), so the polar plot of the diffuse calculation
can be pictured as a cosine ‘lobe’. Likewise, the ideal specular
reflection is concentrated along H which is called the half-way
vector (H is mid-way between L and V, the view vector). This
can also be pictured as a cosine lobe, where the cosine is now
between N and H. In order to localize the specular highlight to
the neighborhood of H, N.H is raised to a “roughness” exponent
which elongates our lobe as shown in the figure below.

Likewise, other illumination phenomena (such as retro-reflection,
where a surface preferentially scatters light towards the illumina-
tion source) can also be represented in the form of elongated
lobes on polar plots.
The ‘Gumbo’ elephant model rendered using standard ambient,
diffuse and specular terms is shown below, to serve as a baseline
to compare against later results. This image and others that fol-
low were all rendered with RenderMan. The RenderMan shading
language has an illuminance() construct which makes it conven-
ient to experiment with custom lighting models such as the ones
discussed in the following section.

3 Spirographic lobes
Elongated cosine lobes are reminiscent of Spirograph curve seg-
ments (lobes), an observation which leads to the use of such
Spirographic lobes for the calculation of specular and other (eg.
backscatter) contributions in lighting equations. The resulting
illumination models are non-physical and arbitrary but neverthe-
less create interesting visuals as demonstrated subsequently. 

Shown below is a Spirograph curve on the left, and an
‘unwrapped’ version on the right. A Spirograph curve in general
crosses itself several times [specifically, LCM(R,r) times where
LCM(R,r) is the least common multiple of R (ring radius) and r
(wheel radius)]. The unwrapped version analytically modifies the
curve so it can be constructed in a single revolution, providing us
lobes for use in our RenderMan illuminance loops.

The lobes are used for creating specular highlights as follows.
arccos(N.H) (the angle between N and H) is used as the input for
locating lobes in the unwrapped curve, and highlights are situated
along these lobes to create a brushed-metal look.

Likewise, backscatter lobes can be looked up starting with N.V:

The last example shows retro-reflection lobes obtained using L.V,
to produce the following render:

The three examples above illustrate images that are visually more
appealing compared to the control image shown earlier. The
looks from the above images can be layered on a given surface to
create more complex lighting effects (to facilitate this, the
RenderMan shader written to generate the above images contains
parameters to scale each illumination component separately).
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